Finding Help with Power Automate

There is a team of experts available to help end users develop Power Automate flows. To engage this team, a Public Team site is available which is monitored by the Power Automate experts. End users with Power Automate questions can find the Public Team by following these instructions.

1. **Launch Microsoft Teams** either using a client on your desktop or by a web browser. **Click** Teams in the left-hand navigation and then **click** the text in the bottom-left corner, “Join or create a team.”
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2. You should now see the “**Join a team**” screen where you will be able to enter a code to locate the Power Automate Team. In the “**Enter code**” box, enter the code `yxe90of` and **click** the Join team button.
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3. The Power Automate Team will be added to your Teams list and available in the left-hand panel of the Teams application.